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I tried to use core MS facilities but I 
cannot wait until a sample is delivered 
there. I needed something that I could 
directly use.

The BioAccord cuts 
a fine figure in the 
biochemistry lab.

My initial fear that we would need a full time 
operator for this instrument did not come 
true. After a week we could operate the 
device and fully utilize the system.

In the biochemistry lab, MS is not used 
as much as it could be. BioAccord is 
quicker and gives you more confidence.

We only train people for half an hour 
to an hour, then we let them go ahead 
and use the systems when they want 
to as walk up instruments.

It’s an exciting prospect to use 
BioAccord for multiple methods 
from small molecules all 
the way up to proteins.

BioAccord is a really easy-to-use 
system and UNIFI™ is flexible. It is 
a HRMS system, but it’s benchtop. 
It is really robust!

Instead of waiting 48 to 72 hours 
to get results, with BioAccord they 
can get their data immediately.
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Whether in a core MS facility or a research group laboratory, the 
accessibility of the BioAccord™ System means you can answer your 
scientific quesions quickly, easily, and without LC-MS experience.
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